A simple model for thresholdless antiferroelectric liquid crystal displays is presented, in which the typical thresholdless characteristic is caused by a negative interaction coefficient between the alignment layer and the liquid crystal. This negative interaction coefficient may be caused by the pairing of transverse dipole moments in adjacent layers. It causes a maximum tilt of the liquid crystal molecules in the zero-field antiferroelectric equilibrium state, which then evolves gradually to the ferroelectric state with increasing electric field.
ordered in layers. Usually one accepts that these layers have the bookshelf structure, i.e., are perpendicular to the glass surfaces (and to the rubbing direction). Furthermore, the molecules make an angle θ c with the perpendicular on the layers, and lie thus on a cone with cone angle θ c. This position on the cone is determined by the azimuthal angle ϕ as shown on fig.1 .
Symmetry requires that the macroscopic polarization density lies in the layer plane and perpendicular to the molecules. This is also shown in fig.1 . We shall assume that the director orientation, as described by ϕ, is homogeneous within a layer. The antiferroelectric character of the liquid crystal results in the fact that the directors in adjacent layers tend to be at opposite sides of the cone. If ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 describe the polarization orientation in adjacent layers as shown in fig.2 , then one finds stable states in the presence of an electric field E by minimization of the energy density term (1)
Figure 2. Polarization orientation in adjacent layers
The first term expresses the "antiferroelectric" tendency of the polarizations to be antiparallel. A group around Fukuda [1, 2] claims that this "antiferroelectric" tendency is due to Coulomb interaction of transverse electric dipoles (which are not shown in fig.1 ). We take no Figure 1 . Antiferroelectric liquid crystal ISSN0098-0966X/98/2901-1014-$1.00 + .00 (c) 1998 SID position in this discussion, but claim that the antiferroelectric tendency is described by the first term in (1), whatever its cause. The second and third term express the tendency of the polarizations to align with the electric field. The final term expresses the interaction with the alignment layers. Normally one assumes that γ is positive, which means that without an electric field the directors tend to be parallel to the alignment layers. Because of the first term, they will be at opposite sides of the cone in adjacent layers and have thus the positions 1 and 2 respectively as shown in fig.1 . This is called the antiferroelectric state.
In our previous papers [4, 5, 6] it is explained that γ > 0 gives rise to the hysteresis loop shown in fig.3 . Starting from E = 0 and increasing E, the liquid crystal remains in the antiferroelectric state with ϕ 1 = ϕ 2 = 0, i.e. the directors parallel to the glass and at opposite sides of the cone in adjacent layers. At a threshold value the liquid crystal jumps to the "ferroelectric up" state with ϕ 1 = 0 and ϕ 2 = π, i.e. the directors again parallel to the glass but now at the same side of the cone. With decreasing E, the liquid crystal remains in that state until at PE = 2(A-γ), it goes to the "symmetrical up" state with ϕ 1 = ϕ, ϕ 2 = π-ϕ and cos ϕ proportional to E. In this situation the directors in adjacent layers start out from parallel to the glass at the same side of the cone (position 1 on fig.1 ), start tilting with respect to the glass at the upper and lower part of the cone, until they reach a maximum tilt described by cosϕ = [γ/(γ+A] ½ . If E decreases even further the liquid crystal jumps back to the antiferroelectric state from which it started. In [4, 5, 6] it is explained that the light transmission follows approximately the same pattern as cosϕ.
Thresholdless antiferroelectric liquid crystal
The contrast in antiferroelectric liquid crystals is not perfect because of small light leakage in the antiferroelectric state. In the search to explain this so called pretransitional effect, the thresholdless antiferroelectricity was discovered, with its typical light transmission curve versus electric field shown in fig.4 . In addition it has all the other advantages of ferroelectric liquid crystals: superior speed, wide viewing angle and very good contrast. It also has the advantage of antiferroelectric liquid crystals: it shows no image sticking effect. Since its discovery one has tried to explain the typical thresholdless characteristic [1, 2] , and has developed a prototype [3] .
The group around Fukuda [1, 2] tries to explain the thresholdless effect by the pairing of transverse dipole moments. These transverse dipoles are permanent dipole moments of individual molecules that lie in the layer plane but are perpendicular to the macroscopic polarization. We think that Fukuda's theory is not correct because the transverse dipole moments have no effect on the motion of the layer director, because molecules within a layer move in group and can thus only be influenced by the average dipole moment, i.e. by the macroscopic polarization. Furthermore Fukuda's theory completely ignores the interaction with the alignment layer.
Instead we shall make it qualitatively clear that these transverse dipoles may be responsible for a negative interaction coefficient γ with the alignment layers. In any case, we shall show that if γ is negative, whatever the cause, it results in the typical thresholdless transmission curve. The stability of a (ϕ 1 ,ϕ 2 ) state requires the following necessary and sufficient conditions 
However one can find a necessary condition by a one-dimensional analysis following a path away from the (ϕ 1 ,ϕ 2 ) state under investigation. Let us follow a path ϕ 1 = ϕ and ϕ 2 = π-ϕ, i.e. along the "symmetrical up" 
The proof that also the sufficient conditions (2,3 and 4) are fulfilled can be found by adapting the calculations in [4] to negative γ's. The cosϕ versus E diagram is then shown in fig.6 and shows no hysteresis and no threshold. The stable state at E = 0 is then as shown in fig.7a . It is an antiferroelectric state because the polarizations ( ) P in the adjacent layers are opposite, but the directors are tilted over the cone angle with respect to the glass. This is caused by the first and last term in (1) with γ < 0. The transverse dipole moments ( ) p introduced by Fukuda, and located at the layer boundaries are also shown on fig.7 . Their pairing may be responsible for the antiferroelectric interaction between layers in the first place, but it may also cause the negative γ, by their polar interactions with the alignment layers, that cause the tilted orientation of the molecules at E = 0 . If E increases, the directors of adjacent layers travel over the cone, each over an angle π/2 and end up being parallel to the glass and to each other as shown in fig.7b . The transverse dipole moments end up being parallel to the glass. 
Conclusions
Accepting a negative interaction coefficient between the liquid crystal and the alignment layers, leads in such a straightforward, simple and analytical way to the typical thresholdless transmission curve, that it is hard not to believe it is true. We showed that the pairing of transverse dipole moments introduced by Fukuda, may be responsible for this negative interaction coefficient.
